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A large-scale forest dynamic model to estimate wood resources
in the French forests based on NFI information
Timothée Audinot1,2, Holger Wernsdörfer2, Jean-Daniel Bontemps1

Introduction: Non-stationary forest dynamics of secular arising from the forest transition, and current
agenda on climate change mitigation and valuation of wood resources (Bioeconomy), make the
development of large-scale models crucial to support forest management strategies on these issues.
French forests further exhibit significant contrasts in climatic context and diversity in tree species,
challenging these developments. Based on the MARGOT model (Pignard, 1993; Wernsdörfer et al.,
2012), we intend to model all the diversity of the French forest in a non-stationary context.
Materials and methods: Using NFI data to both build reference historical chronologies of growing
stock and estimate model parameters, we compared past retrospective projections of model
MARGOT, constructed at different hierarchical scales representative of diversity of the French forests,
with historical and modern database from the French NFI over a period of 40 years (1971-2011), to
conduct model evaluation. We also performed a sensitivity analysis on the felling rates. Second step is
to represent density-dependent processes in the model in order to better simulate forest management.
Results: MARGOT was found to overestimate the growing stock trajectories, both on a regional and
national scale. A sensitivity analysis on felling rates suggested their underestimation from the NFI
protocol by a factor of 2, as a consequence of the temporary nature of sampling plots. Modelling of
density-dependence was introduced and tested against former simulations.
Conclusion: In spite of overestimations in the growing stock, MARGOT was found able to describe
the French forest expansion, indicating that forest maturation is a key current process in these
increases. Density-dependence was found to lower overestimations in the growing stock. A next step
will consist in hybridizing Margot with a process-based model in order to account for climatic
forcings.
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